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WHAT A PROFESSIONAL TR’s COURSE MUST 
CONSIST OF 

 The basic elements that go to make up a Professional TR’s Course are not many. 
But, they are VITAL. 

 A Professional TR’s Course must consist of: 

1. The basics of ARC and use of the ARC Triangle. (Reference: HCOB 24 Dec 79’, 
TR’s BASICS RESURRECTED.) 

2.   Study of the cycle of communication and then the full cycle of communication done  
      in clay, as covered fully in DIANETICS '55! (Reference: HCOB 24 Dec 79’, TR's   
      BASICS RESURRECTED) 

3.   Each TR, 0 to 4, done in clay.  

4.   Then TR’s 0-4 drilled rough, tough and hard, each to a pass. And when a student isn't    
      making it on an upper TR you put him back on the lower TR he didn't pass, get him  
      through that one and then drill him on up the TR’s, each to a full pass. (Reference:  
      HCOB 8 Aug 83’, CYCLING THROUGH TR’s ON A PROFESSIONAL TR COURSE) 

  5. Use of LRH Model Auditing Tapes, for students' use in polishing their own natural   
      TR’s. (Reference: HCOB 25 June 81’, USE OF LRH MODEL AUDITING TAPES) 

 And that's it. That is the simplicity of it. That is what it takes to get students and 
auditors through professional TR’s to a natural, easy, flubless application. 

 Given a supervisor THERE, on the floor, who himself has passed his TR’s and 
who will get others through this regimen is then all it takes. 

 One more important datum to be known is this: There are no prerequisites to the 
Professional TR Course. There might be other prerequisites to a Level but not to the 
Professional TR Course. 

 A majority of people on a Professional TR Course are going to make it. Those who 
have been badly messed up by drugs or who have a literacy problem won't, until 
debugged. So, in general practice, if someone cannot handle a Pro TR Course and is 



flubbing, he must be debugged and moved over to the remedies that will handle, so he is 
then enabled to finish the course. 

 In the case of one who has had heavy drugs, this would be handled with the 
Purification Rundown, full Objectives and/or a Drug Rundown, at C/S adjudication. This 
does not work a hardship on the student as he would get those services now at 
professional rates. 

 Any orders contrary to any of the above data, whether verbal or given by telex, 
dispatch, etc., are hereby CANCELLED. 

 Now let's see some Professional TR Course products! 

         L. RON HUBBARD 
         Founder 


